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This paper deals with the development of a numericalmodel, based on the Finite Element (FE) theory for the prediction of the squeal
frequency of a railway disc brake.The analytical background has been discussed and presented, as well as themost efficientmethods
for evaluating the system stability; the attention has been paid particularly to the complex eigenvalues method, which has been
adopted within this paper to investigate the railway disc brake system. Numerical results have been compared with measurements
from experimental tests in order to validate the proposed numerical approach. At the end of this work, a sensitivity analysis, aimed
at understanding the effects of some physical parameters influencing the stability of the brake system and the squeal propensity,
has been carried out.

1. Introduction

The high ecological value of rail transport is recognized by
the public opinion and widely demonstrated by scientific
literature. This has led to an increase of rail transport
for handling both goods and passengers [1]. However the
Green Paper Future Noise Policy of November 1996 [2],
proposed by the European Commission, states that the
“public’s main criticism of rail transport is the excessive
noise level.” Therefore, the WG Railway Noise of the Euro-
pean Commission prepared on 2003 a Position Paper in
order to provide guidance on possible European strategies
and priorities for railway noise abatement [3], thoroughly
investigated in several research projects [4–15] funded by
the European Community and by European Rail Research
Institute (ERRI).

With reference to the Train à Grande Vitesse (TGV), a
main noise source annoying passengers inside the train, as
well as people at the station, is the brakes squeal [16, 17]. The
brake squeal is an unstable vibration caused by a geometric
instability and by a negative coefficient of friction-velocity
slope. It can be split into two categories: low frequency
and high frequency squeals [18]. Low frequency squeal
is generally classified as noise having a narrow frequency
bandwidth, above 1000Hz, but below the first circumferential

(longitudinal) rotor mode.The failure mode for this category
of squeal can be associated with frictional excitation coupled
with a phenomenon referred to as “modal locking” of brake
corner components. Modal locking is the coupling of two or
moremodes of various structures producing favorable condi-
tions for brake squeal triggering.High frequency brake squeal
is, instead, defined as noise produced by friction induced
excitation, imparted by coupled resonances (closely spaced
modes) of the rotor itself as well as of other brake corner
components. Typically, it is classified as squeal occurring at
frequencies above 5 kHz.

In general, structural and acoustic modeling methods,
used to predict the performance in terms of noise and
vibration, have become the key tools in the design process
[19–22].

In this paper the stability of a disc brake system for
a TGV and its squeal propensity has been investigated by
means of a numericalmodel based on Finite ElementMethod
(FEM). In particular, the test article has been manufactured
by Ecobrake S.u.r.l. for a high speed train of Italian Railway.
The numerical model has been assessed by comparing the
predicted frequencies at which disc brake squeal occurs, with
those obtained in Sinou et al. [17]. Sinou et al. investigated
a different disc brake system, whose structural component
is similar to the investigated test article. The differences,
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Figure 1: Disc brake model “AV Mix 17 Ecobrake.”
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Figure 2: (a) Disc brake system [17]; (b) structure to join the disc to the axle [16].

in fact, involve only some geometrical features that allow
assessing the FE model, proposed in this paper, against the
experimental tests carried out by Sinou et al. Finally different
strategies to reduce and/or solve the disc brake squeal noise
were numerically analyzed, by approaching the problemwith
a sensitivity analysis.

2. Test Case Description

The disc brake model “AV Mix 17 Ecobrake” has been
considered in this work; it is produced by “Ecobrake S.u.r.l.”
for high speed trains of Italian Railway. In this brake model

there are 14 cylindrical pads made of sintered material and
applicable only to steel discs. The plate and pads design is
illustrated in Figure 1 as well as their main sizes.

The disc brake system consists of four discs on each wheel
axle and sliding bodies consisting of two symmetric lining
plates with cylindrical pads [16]. Brakes are activated by a
pneumatic system pressure, and a rotation slowdown of the
wheels is determined by pressing brake pads against brake
discs. The disc brake system of a high speed train is mounted
on a bogie as shown in Figure 2(a). Each disc brake is attached
to the axle by means of a “bell” which is a very thin structure
clamped to the axle, as shown in Figure 2(b).
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Figure 3: FEMmodel of the brake system.

Concerning the disc geometry, the external and internal
radii are 𝑅

𝑒
= 320mm and 𝑅

𝑖
= 170mm, respectively, while

the disc thickness is 𝑡 = 40mm. The plate and pads design is
illustrated in Figure 1, as well as their main sizes.

3. FE Model

The brake system has been discretized by means of “Hyper-
Mesh 12�” software, obtaining a three-dimensional model of
the plates, pads, and disc (Figure 3).

Disc and pads have been discretized with 8-node hex-
ahedral elements; plates have been modeled with 8-node
hexahedral and 6-node pentahedral elements for the greater
shape complexity.The full model is composed of 23576 nodes
and 16920 elements. Regarding the contact between pads
and rotor, the Coulomb law has been implemented with
a constant friction coefficient 𝑓 = 0.39, using a small-
sliding formulation. Such coefficient has been provided by the
technical specifications of the AVMix 17 Ecobrake.

This developed FE model has been used to perform 4
analyses: the first two steps are nonlinear static procedures,
where braking pressure and angular velocity account for
effects of compression force and rotor speed in the final
sensitivity study; the other two steps consist in the search of
system’s natural frequencies and the extraction of complex
eigenvalues, representing an index of stability for braking
system, as said in the previous section. The simulations have
been carried out using “Abaqus� v. 6.12” code [23].

Concerning the first structural analysis, it consisted in
simulating the pressure introduced by the brake pads on
the disc when it is stationary. In this step, the friction
coefficient is fixed to be zero and a pressure of 1MPa has
been applied. The second analysis consisted in applying a
rotation to the disc, by keeping the value of the pressure
brake blades constant. Under this analysis, as suggested by
the technical specification, a constant friction coefficient of
0.39 has been introduced. The friction coefficient should fall
down when the “creepage” increases. This phenomenon has
not been considered in the numerical model. Neglecting the

Figure 4: Boundary conditions.

creepage effect has been assumed as one of the possible causes
of the approximation of numerical results with respect to
experimental ones. This analysis has been carried out by
means of an implicit formulation.

Moreover, a uniform and constant pressure, equal to
1MPa, has been applied on the plates, tomodel themaximum
braking force condition, and a rotational velocity of 6 rad/s
has been imposed to model braking at low velocity. Such
values coincide with those used for the experimental tests
[17].

Concerning the boundary conditions, the whole disc has
been fully constrained. In particular, all nodes placed in cor-
respondence of the internal diameter have been cinematically
linked to a reference point, placed in the center of the disc.
Then, the displacements and rotations of this point have been
constrained (Figure 4). Another constraint involved the brake
plates, allowing them to move only perpendicularly to the
disc.

The extraction of the natural frequencies has been per-
formed by defining the Lanczos algorithm as eigen-solver;
the natural frequencies have been analyzed in the constrained
configuration.

Meanwhile, relatively to the extraction of the complex
eigenvalues for the brake squeal analysis, 3 steps should be
carried out:

(1) the stability analysis of the system (by using the
Routh-Hurwitz criterion or complex eigenvalues
analysis);

(2) the nonlinear vibrational behavior via time integra-
tion or nonlinear method [24, 25];

(3) acoustic analysis and noise performed via specific
approaches [23, 26, 27].

According to this paper, the Routh-Hurwitz criterion has
been used, firstly; the second step consisted of the solution
of the transient equations of system motion, and finally,
regarding the last step, the complex eigenvalue analysis has
been performed.

TheRouth-Hurwitz criterion is amethod for determining
the right-hand or left-hand side location of zeros of polyno-
mials, with constant real coefficient on the 𝑠-plane without
actually solving the equation. This criterion indicates the
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Figure 5: (a) Von Mises stresses maps involving the front (a) and back (b) views.

absolute stability of the system but does not give information
about relative stability. The advantage is that it does not
require the solution of the characteristic equation.

Transient solution of the equations of system motion
would indicate the presence of initially increasing amplitude
or overshoot for a stable system as well as a true instability,
but it does not indicate which mode is responsible for such
unstable behavior. Moreover, for high frequency vibrations
such as squeal, the analysis may be computationally intensive
as the time steps need to be sufficiently small.

Complex eigenvalue analysis can predict all modes of the
system with the real part of an eigenvalue indicating the sta-
bility of the mode and the imaginary part its frequency. This
would allow correlationwith experimental squeal results, and
the unstable modes could be made the focus of an attempt to
eliminate squeal. In detail, the results, when displayed on the
complex plane (also known as the 𝑠-plane), clearly indicate
the relative stability ofmodes, and the root locus diagrammay
be used to track the progressive instability of the considered
mode.

Evenwhen damping is ignored, the eigenvalue of a system
may still be complex, because the inclusion of a friction
matrix produces an unsymmetrical stiffnessmatrix that, even
if made of real terms, can have complex eigenvalues.

Even if in this paper, the effect of the damping modeling
has not been investigated, one of the main contributions and
well-known issues with brake squeal models is the influence
of damping on CEA. Great care should therefore be taken in
modeling the damping. It has been known for a long time
that the structure of the damping matrix (and not only the
magnitude of the damping) is extremely important for the
stability and for the dispersion of sequel noise [28–32].

The advantages of complex eigenvalue analysis over the
other methods for instability identification are obvious, with
the main strength points residing in the ability to clearly
identify the unstablemodes responsible for squeal.Therefore,
the method of complex eigenvalue analysis has been adopted
during the presented research activities.

Recently, the numerical methods, in particular the FE
one, have become indispensable tools for modeling disc
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Figure 6: Von Mises stresses map involving the disc blade.

brake systems and providing new insights into the problem
of brake squeal. The FE Method provides a natural and
straightforward means for generating finite dimensional
approximations to the governing equations of motion for the
components of the brake system [33–35]. Contrary to tradi-
tional lumped parameter techniques, FE analyses allow an
accurate representation of complex geometries and boundary
conditions. Therefore, it is possible to simulate the response
of the brake system with a higher degree of fidelity [25].

In order to study a brake squeal, FE analyses can be
carried out to compute𝑀 (mass) and 𝐾 (stiffness) matrices
of disc brakes’ models. Subsequently, an eigenvalue analysis is
conducted to determine the system frequencies, modes, and
stability.

4. Results

4.1. Structural Analyses. According to the first structural
analysis, Figure 5 shows the contour plots of the Von Mises
stresses of both disc sides, while Figure 6 shows theVonMises
stresses map involving the disc blade.
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Figure 7: (a) Von Mises stresses maps involving the front (a) and back (b) views (disc in movement).
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Figure 8: Von Mises stresses map involving the disc blade (disc in
movement).

When a rotational motion of 6 rad/s is imposed to the
disc, the stresses map changes according to Figures 7 and 8.

According to Figures 7 and 8, due to the disc rotational
motion, the Von Mises stresses map changes with respect
to static configuration. Obviously, caused by the friction
coefficient at the interface between pads and disc, the pads are
affected by tangential loads. Analogously, also the disc has an
increment in the stress field.

4.2. Natural Frequencies Analysis and the Extraction of
Complex Eigenvalues. The first 50 eigenvalues given by the
numerical solution, corresponding to a braking pressure 𝑝 =
1MPa and a velocity V = 6 rad/s, are reported in Table 1. In
addition to the real part of eigenvalues and to the frequency of
vibrationalmodes, the effective damping ratios for eachmode
and for the generic eigenvalues, calculated by (1), are listed in
Table 1 as well.

𝜉 = −2 ⋅
(Re (𝑠))
|Im (𝑠)|
. (1)

Thus, the unstable modes (italicized rows in Table 1), char-
acterized by a positive real part of eigenvalue, will have a
negative damping ratio. In the first 45 complex eigenvalues,
it is possible to recognize 13 vibrational unstable modes.

Squeal propensity

Stable modes
Unstable modes
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Figure 9: Damping ratios for 𝑝 = 1MPa and V = 6 rad/s.

Their frequency values are between 1705.5Hz and 8923.1 Hz
and they represent a potential source of brake disc squeal.
The damping ratios of the first 50 modes are shown in
Figure 9, with marker-points highlighted in red representing
the unstable modes; these are distributed uniformly between
1000Hz and 6300Hz, with damping ratio values decreasing
after 7000Hz.

The magnitude of eigenvalue real part (damping ratios)
does not predict the relative amplitude, hence, the sound
pressure level due to each mode; it only reveals how fast the
vibration is growing and it is only a relative measure of squeal
propensity, in the sense that a mode with large real part is
more likely to manifest itself as squeal.

In order to verify the accuracy of these numerical
results, a comparison with values obtained experimentally
is provided. The evaluation of the squeal prediction and the
dynamic behavior of the railway brake system under working
conditions are performed on the TGV disc brake, which is
very similar to our model in terms of geometry, mass, and
stiffness [17]. Numerical and experimental (as extracted from
literature [17]) results are reported in Table 2. The numerical
results are in good agreement with experimental ones except
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Table 1: First 50 eigenvalues for 𝑝 = 1MPa and V = 6 rad/s.

Mode Real part of eigenvalue Frequency Effective damping ratio
[rad/s] [Hz]

1 −150.3 7127.9 1134.4 0.0422

2 −75.851 8189.6 1303.4 0.0185

3 −0.664 8622.4 1372.3 0.00015

4 −13.554 8923.1 1420.2 0.00304

5 −9.177 9079.1 1445.0 0.00202

6 −73.194 10712 1704.9 0.0137

7 18.409 10716 1705.5 −0.00344
8 −193.38 14128 2248.5 0.0274

9 124.07 14135 2249.7 −0.0175
10 −316.40 19068 3034.8 0.0332

11 240.46 19073 3035.5 −0.0252
12 −1.265𝑒 − 5 22112 3519.2 0.000

13 −527.22 25145 4001.9 0.0419

14 441.66 25149 4002.6 −0.0351
15 5.235 28059 4465.8 −0.00037
16 −11.451 28061 4466.0 0.00082

17 −821.93 32053 51015.4 0.0513

18 724.22 32057 5102.1 −0.0452
19 −1140.2 34165 5509.1 0.0659

20 −1000.5 38163 6073.9 0.0524

21 1161.2 39509 6288.0 −0.0588
22 −1275.3 39515 6289.0 0.0645

23 −1.074 39967 6360.9 0.000

24 −40.348 39968 6361.2 0.00202

25 −757.71 43009 6845.0 0.0352

26 −72.127 44254 7043.2 0.00326

27 −26.081 44715 7116.6 0.00117

28 229.31 46747 7440.0 −0.00981
29 −637.5 46917 7467.1 0.0272

30 −2121.9 47214 7514.3 0.899
31 1979.6 47217 7514.8 −0.0838
32 −99.876 49954 7950.5 0.00400

33 −51.561 49968 7952.6 0.00206

34 652.73 50113 7975.8 −0.0260
35 −1437.5 50182 7986.7 0.0573

36 4130.2 53460 8508.4 −0.154
37 −4239.8 53473 8510.4 0.158

38 −2447.1 53686 8544.5 0.0912

39 1141.7 53829 8567.2 −0.0424
40 −1866.0 55226 8789.5 0.0676

41 −2591.2 55774 8876.7 0.0929

42 −2042.7 55863 8890.9 0.07313

43 2240.1 56065 8923.1 −0.0799
44 −173.2 56217 8947.3 0.00616

45 −17.507 56232 8949.6 0.00062

46 −1913.6 57182 9100.7 0.0669

47 −65.943 57182 9100.7 0.00231

48 −285.61 57268 9114.4 0.00997

49 −1673.4 57429 9140.1 0.0583

50 −79.304 59588 9483.8 0.00266
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Table 2: Comparison between numerical results and experimental ones given by [17].

Numerical results [Hz] - 1706 2250 3036 4003 6288 7440 7976
Experimental results [Hz] [17] 1200 1700 2100 3200 3900 5700 7100 8000
Difference [%] 0.32 7.13 −5.14 2.63 10.32 4.79 −0.30

Pressure on plates
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Figure 10: Damping ratios for different values of pressure and V =
6 rad/s.

for the first natural frequency that the numerical model does
not predict.

5. Parametric Study of Braking System

For this sensitivity analysis, both the boundary conditions
and braking system geometry have been considered as
parameters. In particular, the evolution of the system sta-
bility will be highlighted, first, by varying some parameters,
like

(i) pressure on the plates;
(ii) rotational velocity of disc.

Then, the effects on the system stability will be considered, as
produced by variation of parameters like

(i) disc thickness;
(ii) plates thickness;
(iii) friction material.

5.1. Effect of Pressure on Plates. In the squeal propensity study,
the first considered parameter is the braking pressure applied
on plates. Since 𝑝 = 1MPa represents the maximum pressure
value available for the sensitivity analysis, all the other tested
values will be lower. In this case, uniform pressure values
0.1MPa, 0.5MPa, and 1MPa were considered. Damping
ratios of the unstable modes corresponding to the three
pressure conditions and to a rotational velocity of 6 rad/s are
shown in Figure 10: the number of unstable modes decreases

Rotational velocity
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Figure 11: Damping ratios for different values of rotational velocity
and p = 1MPa.

when increasing the braking pressure applied on the plates,
whereas damping ratios increase with pressure, especially
between 7000Hz and 9000Hz. Thus, the system instability
(i.e., the squeal propensity) can be reduced by increasing the
normal force on the plates, as just explained by the earlier
lumped parameter models.

The key-reading of Figure 10 is that the unstable modes,
characterized by a positive real part of eigenvalue, have a
negative damping ratio, representing a potential source of
brake disc squeal; the key-reading of the following figures is
the same.

5.2. Effect of Rotational Velocity. The second parameter eval-
uated is the rotational velocity of the disc. As the brake
model considered in the present study is designed for a
high speed train, a large variation range for this parameter
has been considered; in particular, angular velocities of
10 rad/s, 50 rad/s, and 200 rad/s have been imposed, apply-
ing the braking pressure of p = 1MPa. The numerically
evaluated damping ratio values are presented in Figure 11.
Almost all points of the graph show essentially no differ-
ence against velocity values, especially those related to the
speed of 50 rad/s and 200 rad/s. This invariance of squeal
propensity versus rotational velocity is likely in connection
with the initial hypothesis of Coulombian friction; in fact,
considering the friction coefficient constant with angular
speed, also the friction force will be constant, which rep-
resents energy source of self-excited vibrations that cause
the squeal, so a nonconstant friction coefficient should be
considered.
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Figure 12: Damping ratios for different values of disc thickness, p =
0.1MPa, and v = 50 rad/s.

5.3. Effect of Disc Thickness. In order to evaluate the influ-
ence of disc thickness, the following conditions have been
imposed: a pressure on the plates p = 0.1MPa and an angular
velocity v = 50 rad/s, representing the average conditions
that involve the disc of a train approaching the railway
station, during the braking phase. Simulations have been
performed with variable thickness in the range between
30mm and 60mm. The damping ratios of unstable modes
are shown in Figure 12. Looking at the results, it is possible
to state that the number of unstable modes, related to a
disc diameter of 30mm, is maximum, whereas it becomes
minimum for a disc diameter of 50mm; then, increasing the
thickness, the frequencies and the damping ratios of unstable
modes increase (the system stiffness increases more than
its mass). Thus, the thickness increase improves the system
stability, except for the mode that occurs at nearly 9000Hz,
considering the first 50 modes for a disc diameter of 60mm.

5.4. Effect of Plate Thickness. The plate thickness was varied
between 3mm and 15mm. The damping ratios of unstable
modes for a braking pressure p = 0.1MPa and a rotational
speed v = 50 rad/s are displayed in Figure 13. In this case,
it can be seen that the 5mm thick plates provide the worst
results, especially at higher frequencies; the best results are
achieved with the 15mm thick plates, because this gives
the highest damping ratios over the entire frequency range
represented; on the other hand, such a thickness involves a
heavy component oversizing.

5.5. Effect of Friction Materials. Alternatively to the sintered
material, an organic material (asbestos free) can be used for
the pads. As for the previous cases, the term of comparison
for measuring the squeal propensity is the damping ratio of
unstable modes. These are represented in Figure 14, for the
operative condition corresponding to pressure on plates of
p = 0.1MPa and angular velocity of v = 50 rad/s: the use of
organic material for the pads provides benefits in relation to

Plate thickness
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Figure 13: Damping ratios for different values of plate thickness, p
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Figure 14: Damping ratios for different friction pads material, p =
0.1MPa, and v = 50 rad/s.

the stability system over the entire frequency range observed.
This improvement is due to a higher damping supplied by
the organic material, which ensures better dissipation of
mechanical energy; therefore, the organic pads represent a
valid solution for reducing the squeal propensity of disc brake
system.

6. Conclusions

In this paper the propensity to generate squeal noise by a
disc brake for a TGV has been investigated by means of
a numerical model based on FE Method. A complete FE
model of the brake system has been developed to model
vibration instabilities at the origin of disc brake squeal. The
investigation has been carried out under a braking pressure
of 1MPa and a velocity of 6 rad/s. The investigation allowed
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recognizing 13 vibrational unstable modes, representing a
potential source of brake disc squeal, within the frequency
range: 1705.5Hz ÷ 8923.1 Hz. The numerical results are in
good agreementwith the experimental tests for the prediction
of brake squeal.

Also a sensitivity analysis has been carried out in order
to evaluate the stability of brake system when varying the fol-
lowing parameters: pressure on the plates, rotational velocity
of disc, disc thickness, plate’s thickness, and friction material.

In particular, it has been found out that the number
of unstable modes decreases when increasing the braking
pressure applied on the plates (Figure 10); the disc thickness
increase improves the system stability (Figure 12); higher
thick plates values provided the best results, leading to
the highest damping ratios over the entire frequency range
(Figure 13); the use of organic material for the pads provides
benefits (Figure 14) in relation to the stability system over the
entire frequency range observed (this improvement is due to
a higher damping supplied by the organic material, which
ensures better dissipation ofmechanical energy). Concerning
the effects of the rotational velocity (Figure 11), by considering
the friction coefficient constant with the angular speed, also
the friction force will be constant, which represents energy
source of self-excited vibrations that cause the squeal. Thus,
a nonconstant friction coefficient should be considered and
further investigations are mandatory.
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